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abstract: In fiscal year 2017, The Ohio State University Libraries in Columbus piloted the purchase
of research data sets to explore how to integrate this format into the standard workflows of
the collections strategist and electronic resources officer. The pilot project had few restrictions
except that one-time money must be used and purchases must be available to the entire campus
community. This pilot enabled the libraries to purchase several large-scale data sets while exploring
issues around licensing, technical deployment, support, and assessment in an organization without
a data librarian. This article details the pilot process and outlines the resulting considerations for
future purchases of data sets.

T

Introduction

he research data landscape continues to change rapidly. In 2017, such initiatives
as the Data Refuge movement, a group based at Penn State University seeking to
establish best practices for data rescue and preservation, dramatically heightened
awareness of the fragile and complex nature of digital data.1 The topic cuts a wide swath
across academic libraries, as evidenced by the plethora of recent books about research
data for and by librarians.2 Libraries get many requests to locate data sets; to assist with
federally required data management plans—that is, explanations of how researchers
will handle data both during and after a research project; and to acquire complex data
sets for high-level research endeavors. The demand for data services in libraries requires
new resource allocations, technical infrastructure, policies, and strategic models.3
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Within this changing landscape, the evolution of research data services at The Ohio
State University Libraries (OSUL) in Columbus has been demand-driven yet sporadic.
OSUL librarians have explored and written about research data over the years, but the
institution only recently
committed to specific reThe demand for data services in libraries
search data services. In 2007,
requires new resource allocations, technical
interested librarians formed
infrastructure, policies, and strategic models. a Dataset Working Group to
explore this emerging topic.
This group led to OSUL’s
participation in 2011 in the Association of Research Libraries (ARL) E-Science Institute, a
program to help libraries develop strategies to support the use of information technology
in existing and new forms of research. That effort, in turn, led to the hiring of a data management services librarian at OSUL in
At the same time, various librarians
The Ohio State University Libraries 2014.
undertook independent investigations
established the Research Commons into the data practices of agricultural
to advance high-level research at the scientists, research data in university
archives, and data trends in the health
university by providing services and sciences.4 These and similar activities
gave impetus to a new library initiative,
space to help researchers explore
collaborative, interdisciplinary, and the Research Commons. The Ohio State
University Libraries established the Reemerging research methods and to
search Commons to advance high-level
research at the university by providing
connect with experts.
services and space to help researchers
explore collaborative, interdisciplinary,
and emerging research methods and to connect with experts. The creation of the Research
Commons led to the hiring of a half-time geospatial information specialist, responsible
for the libraries’ Geographical Information Systems (GIS) efforts.5
An initial task of the data management services librarian was to perform an environmental scan, a systematic survey of the organization’s internal and external environment
gathering information about things that might affect future operations, such as legal or
technological changes. Interviews with teaching faculty and librarians revealed emerging needs for data services, such as data visualization, the location and use of publicly
available data sets, access to local or institutional data sets, and the coordination of data
set purchases. The environmental scan identified several recommendations: (1) continue
to develop library faculty and staff interest in data management, (2) sponsor the creation
of a campus-wide discussion group, (3) use the Research Commons as a sandbox, or an
experimental space where researchers could discover new data services, and (4) clarify
and coordinate existing data-related services in the library.6 The library administration
approved the first and fourth recommendations, and two efforts were initiated, an inreach program by the data management services librarian and the creation of a group
called the Research Data in the Library Task Force.
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The Research Data in the Library Task Force was charged with conducting an internal audit of current data-related services, articulating the challenges and complexities
that prevented the offering of more support, and recommending solutions and next
steps for delivering a more robust suite of services. The task force consisted of the data
management services librarian; the digital humanities librarian; the Research Commons
manager/GIS specialist; one representative each from University Archives, Publishing
and Repository Services, and the Health Sciences Library; two subject librarians; and
the electronic resources officer. This group had animated discussions that resulted in a
detailed report of current services, the level at which the services were offered, where
the assistance impacted the research life cycle, and which service areas to consider expanding. The task force also determined primary service owners and supporting units,
which served to improve communication among task force members and began to sort
out both authority and responsibility.
Finally, the task force categorized recommendations into short-, medium-, and longterm endeavors. In the short term, the task force recommended developing a workflow
for purchasing data sets, listing purchased data in a central location, developing a team
approach around data topics, and increasing campus awareness of open data tools—tools
that can be freely used, shared, and built upon by anyone, anywhere, for any purpose.
In the medium term, the task force recommended developing data mining guidelines
for subscription resources and managing legacy data sets, primarily those ingested
as part of other collections in the archives. For the long term, the task force suggested
inventorying campus data services and centralizing information regarding purchased
data sets and applicable licenses (regardless of whether the library had acquired them).
The OSUL administration approved the task force recommendations, but by the time
of publication, they had not yet been implemented.
After the task force identified the need for more clearly articulated data set purchasing processes, the libraries administration designated the collections strategist and
the electronic resources officer to lead a pilot project to do just that. This pilot project
represented a shift to a more adventurous and forward-looking outlook, which many
experts consider necessary to become more innovative and experimental.7
As an academic research institution, OSUL has acquired data in various formats
across a range of subjects and disciplines through a distributed engagement model. In
this model, subject librarians instead of a single data librarian identify needs for data
resources. Decision-making is then centralized with the collections strategist. Workflows
may differ for institutions that charge a single data librarian with identifying or purchasing data set resources. This is the first report of a pilot project for data set purchases at
an institution that operates on a distributed engagement model, coupled with central
decision-making. The case study that follows includes a review of the literature that informed the purchasing program piloted in 2017, details the program’s implementation,
and outlines the lessons learned. It may provide a guide for other institutions navigating
this complex landscape and making decisions about deploying their own resources.
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Literature Review
The literature about purchasing research data sets in the academic library is scant but
growing. Since 2016, authors from libraries at three different institutions of the Big Ten
Academic Alliance, a consortium of the universities in the Big Ten athletic conference
plus the University of Chicago, have written or presented case studies about programs
developed specifically to purchase data sets. Assessing the library-funded Data Purchase
Program that the University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign implemented in 2010, Beth
Sheehan and Karen Hogenboom describe both the process for faculty and students to
request the purchase of small data sets and report findings from interviews with some
of the applicants.8 The authors noted several challenges in acquiring data sets, especially
the long wait from initial request to availability of the data set, if purchased. However,
feedback from participants demonstrated appreciation for a program that addressed a
gap in funding for researchers on campus. Librarians from the University of Michigan
in Ann Arbor modeled their “one-time purchase” data grant program on the Data Purchase Program at the University of Illinois. They found similar complications related
to the lengthy period required for purchase, noting that some data vendors were not
accustomed to working with libraries. Among the benefits, they highlighted providing
a central location for data licenses and preventing duplicate purchases of data sets.9
Anita Foster and Gene Springs detailed outcomes from a data purchase pilot program
at The Ohio State University Libraries covering a single fiscal year, including modifications to acquisition workflows for data sets. Foster and Springs highlighted challenges
in licensing these resources for the entire campus community.10
Karen Hogenboom and Michele Hayslett undertook the most comprehensive study
to date in their survey and interviews of data librarians to learn how academic libraries
collect and manage small data sets.
The authors organized their findNotable items from the “wish lists” of
ings into three broad categories: (1)
data librarians included making data
collection development, including
sets more discoverable, developing more roles, license provisions, policies,
budget, and scope; (2) access,
standardized workflows, and checking
including mediated or unmediated access, notification of license
the quality of data from vendors.
requirements, and technology; and
(3) assessment, detailing the local
practices of respondents and challenges inherent to collecting data sets in an academic
library. Notable items from the “wish lists” of data librarians included making data sets
more discoverable, developing more standardized workflows, and checking the quality
of data from vendors.11

The Pilot: Purchasing Research Data
OSUL launched a strategic collections initiative created by the vice provost and director
to explore the acquisition of data sets for potential research use across campus during
fiscal year 2017—that is, July 1, 2016, through June 30, 2017. OSUL administration as-
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signed the initiative, designed as a pilot project, to the collections strategist and electronic
resources officer. All data sets had to be purchased within that fiscal year, and the entire
campus community must be allowed to use any purchased data sets. With these parameters, the collections strategist and electronic resources officer devised an exploratory
and highly experimental plan.
As a first step, the collections strategist asked all OSUL collections managers (subject
librarians and curators with collections responsibilities) for recommendations of data
sets or data products for which they had received requests. This call yielded nine suggestions. Next, the collections strategist and electronic resources officer considered three
data sets that had been previously investigated for potential acquisition. Additionally, a
faculty member in the College of Education and Human Ecology (with 12 cosignatories
from various academic departments and colleges across the university) contacted the
collections strategist to propose licensing a data resource and purchasing the microdata
associated with the resource. These means of identifying potential data sets for purchase
yielded a total of 13 resources to explore, with seven eventually purchased within fiscal
year 2017.
The purchased data sets represented a variety of disciplines, file sizes, formats,
hosting availability, license requirements, discoverability, and cost. Four data sets were
hosted via a publisher’s platform; thus, they could be managed and made discoverable,
much like traditional electronic resources.
However, three data sets—the largest and Four data sets were hosted via
most expensive ones purchased—required
hosting on locally managed servers and a publisher’s platform; thus,
networks (see Table 1). To explore the fea- they could be managed and
sibility of meeting the local server hosting
made discoverable, much like
requirements for the data sets, the collections
strategist and electronic resources officer met traditional electronic resources.
with staff members from the OSUL Research However, three data sets—the
Commons and Information Technology units
largest and most expensive ones
to determine the availability of server space,
technical support, and service support. The purchased—required hosting
buy-in from staff in these areas became a crition locally managed servers and
cal component in moving forward with the
purchase of the three data sets that required networks . . .
local hosting. Traditional, vendor-provided
usage data are not collected to assess locally hosted data sets, so it was critical that the
staff provide user support for, and local access to, these resources.
Since the purchase of these data sets, some vendors have changed the delivery or
hosting options for their resources. These alterations illustrate the nascent nature of data
set resources and the volatility of hosting and delivery. For example, the 2018 Collaborative Archive Data Research Environment (CADRE) project funded by the federal Institute
of Museum and Library Services (IMLS) and led by Indiana University in Bloomington
will develop a shared cloud-based infrastructure for cross-institution purchases of large
data sets.12 One of the first data sets intended for this system was the Web of Science
XML data purchased on behalf of the Big Ten Academic Alliance—the same data set that
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Table 1.
Hosting requirements* of purchased data sets
Web hosted
Gallup Analytics
BioCyc

Trucost

ICSD (Inorganic Crystal Structure Database)

Locally hosted
Web of Science XML

Infogroup Business USA
Gallup microdata

*Web hosting means the vendor provides a Web interface to access the data set. Locally hosted
means that the data must be managed on local servers and networks.

OSUL, a member of the alliance, had bought during the pilot project before the alliance
acquired it. Knowledge gained during the exploration and acquisition of data resources
through the pilot program allowed the collections strategist to develop general criteria
to aid in future data set purchase decisions (see Figure 1).

Figure 1. Decision tree for the purchase of data sets developed by The Ohio State University
Libraries.
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Although the pilot established no formal program for data set acquisitions, OSUL
continues to explore user requests on a case-by-case basis using the criteria listed earlier. Because the time to thoroughly explore each factor varies, communication with the
requestor is important. It is critical that requestors understand
It is critical that requestors understand
that, if the library pursues the
potential acquisition of a data that, if the library pursues the potential
set, the library takes ownership acquisition of a data set, the library takes
of following and completing the
ownership of following and completing
process. If researchers have tight
deadlines, the timelines for the the process.
library and the researchers may
not always align.

Discussion
Licensing Data Sets
At first glance, licensing research data sets may seem to fit into standard processes used
for licensing other types of resources. There are differences, however. How complicated
the differences become depends on vendor familiarity with academic library procedures
for licensing resources and how a data set might be used.
The licenses required for the data sets purchased during this pilot had unfamiliar
and unexpected requirements, such as auditing and export control. Some of the agreements were also missing provisions that had to be
added. The electronic resources officer consulted
The licenses required for the
model licenses, which provide language identified as ideals and which can be adapted to local data sets purchased during
needs. Two model licenses consulted came from this pilot had unfamiliar and
LIBLICENSE, a collaborative project hosted at
unexpected requirements,
the Center for Research Libraries, and from the
California Digital Library, which purchases and such as auditing and export
manages electronic resources for the statewide
control.
University of California system.13 While the
models consulted had provisions for text and data
mining, none included guidelines for licensing research data or for auditing or export
control. As academic libraries start to make such purchases more frequently, future
updates to model licenses should begin to address these areas.
Auditing has many meanings for licensing resources and for business processes
within libraries. Auditing, in this context, is a formal examination of records, typically
by a representative from the vendor. There are three typical types of auditing language
in licenses, two that apply to networks and one that pertains to financial records. The
network auditing can include deletion of files when a subscription or partnership ends
or investigations of possible breaches of license terms. While the ideal for academic
libraries is to have no auditing language in a license, this language cannot always be
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removed from the licenses for research data sets due to the unique nature of the material
and how it may be used. Understanding the rules and expectations for auditing informs
how best to proceed with a license negotiation. Auditing concerns and how they are
managed may vary from institution to institution. There are several questions to consider:
• Do institutional regulations prohibit or allow auditing?
• What can be audited (financial records, other systems, servers, and the like)?
• What are the preferred methods for auditing, if allowed?
• When would auditing happen—at the end of the contract, at regular intervals
throughout, only when misbehavior is suspected, or at other times?
• If outside people perform the audit, what sort of background check, if any, might be
needed?
• Can the library provide documentation to serve the same purpose as auditing?
• What happens if the auditing has an unsatisfactory outcome?

There may be additional questions to consider, depending on institutional rules and
regulations. Appropriate local resources (legal counsel, library administrators, purchasing departments, or other experts) should be consulted if a vendor insists on an auditing
provision. It may be necessary to seek advice from people within a library organization,
people external to it, or people at other institutions who previously licensed the resource.
Export control is another area that can be difficult to manage. More often found
with federal government activities, export controls regulate the shipment or transfer
of controlled items, software, technology, or services out of the United States.14 License
terms regulating export control have arisen occasionally for other resources, more often
to provide information about vendor activities with their products in other countries. For
the data set purchasing pilot, one license had an export control clause that suspended
negotiations for months while everyone tried to determine how to move forward. The
institution could not take responsibility for the activities as the language was written but
was satisfied if the vendor could monitor activity from its side. In the end, both parties
agreed upon suitable language, and the negotiation progressed. When negotiating a
license with export control language, questions like those for auditing may need to be
answered. Familiarity with how an institution expects to use data with potential export
control concerns—both vendor-created and user-created—will help the process.
While auditing was a common issue with licensing the various research data set
resources and the export control issue took the most time, other unanticipated issues
with licensing language arose. Libraries expect that they will be allowed to inform users
of resources they have acquired, and licenses seldom include language limiting such
communication. However, in multiple data set resources, a literal reading of the license
terms suggested such announcements were not allowed. Why would that be? For some
of the research data sets purchased, the type of data may have been a factor; for others, an
unfamiliarity with academic libraries may have led to the difficulty. During the licensing
process, OSUL added language to licenses allowing inclusion of the resources in standard
library information pathways, such as a databases list, LibGuide, or library catalog. As
OSUL had yet to determine how to market the data acquired, explicit arrangements for
marketing campaigns were not included but would be managed as needed with vendors.
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Some vendors were new to working with academic libraries or had not worked with
academic libraries with this kind of resource. The lack of familiarity did not impact the
ability to purchase the research data, but it did affect language around authentication
and access, especially for users wanting to access a resource from off-campus. As the
electronic resources officer described to vendors the methods used to provide off-campus
access to appropriate, authorized users, suggested language was incorporated into
the licenses as necessary. Additionally, The Ohio State University has a decentralized
technology network on campus, which led to discussions with more than one vendor
about how the libraries could manage expectations around data removal at the end of an
agreement. It is common with restricted-use data, such as that from the U.S. Department
of Education, to require deletion of data sets “and confirm that all restricted-use data
have been wiped from the computer, [and] that all backup copies and any restricted-use
data printouts have been destroyed.”15
In addition to the concerns about license terms discussed earlier, librarians negotiating licenses should be attentive and include details regarding the data delivery itself,
either within the licenses themselves or as an amendment or exhibit. Delivery information should include:
• what will be contained in the data set delivery, especially when buying data that will
be hosted locally (for example, raw data, data dictionaries, and teaching or training
materials);
• frequency of delivery;
• how the data set will be delivered (for example, on an external hard drive or via File
Transfer Protocol, a procedure for transfer of files over a computer network);
• the file sizes and formats of what will be delivered;
• contact information for the vendor department or person responsible for delivering
the data to the library;
• the library personnel to whom the data will be delivered, with language that
accommodates changing contacts as people switch jobs for both the vendor and the
library;
• what happens if a vendor is purchased by another company, can no longer deliver
the data in the agreed-upon manner, or either party needs to cancel the agreement.

Negotiating licenses for research data sets for this project required much learning
by both library and vendor staff. Since negotiating licenses can take time, it is best to be
patient: it is better to be clear on the terms under discussion than to rush and end up
with language unfavorable for the library.

Access and Support
Access and support are two additional areas that warrant consideration when purchasing data sets. Unlike electronic journal, book, or database platforms, how users access
the data sets may vary widely. Most Web-based data sets come packaged with relatively
user-friendly interfaces and can include built-in tutorials, but data sets that require local
hosting may consist solely of several hundred text or data files with no front-end user
interface, leaving the purchasing libraries to develop their own. To provide access to the
data set, the library may need to supply dedicated server space, develop authentication
processes, manage user and usage tracking, and provide technical customization—all
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of which may not be within the scope of the library or the campus information technology staff. Strategic discussions of the myriad potential needs for local development
and support are vital to provide optimal
user access to, and discovery of, a locally
Most Web-based data sets come
hosted data set.

packaged with relatively userfriendly interfaces and can include
built-in tutorials, but data sets that
require local hosting may consist
solely of several hundred text or
data files with no front-end user
interface, leaving the purchasing
libraries to develop their own.

Assessment

Demonstrating the value of investments
made in library collections is increasingly
essential. For this pilot project, determining strategic methods of assessment was
not possible until late in the process due
to the shifting understanding of requirements related to licensing, access, and
support. Traditional quantitative assessment based on usage metrics is possible
for Web-based data sets; however, none of these use standard assessment tools such
as Project COUNTER (Counting Online Usage of Networked Electronic Resources),
a nonprofit organization that develops uniform methods and reports for measuring
the use of electronic resources. The locally hosted data sets required more creative approaches to assessment. Though staff can record transactions related to accessing these
data (x number of requests to access a data set y number of times in z time interval), the
size, scope, and complex file structures of the locally hosted data sets make additional
quantitative analysis challenging.
Using qualitative methods to aid in assessment would be beneficial for all the purchased data sets, although the evaluations will be particularly cogent for the large data
sets that require local hosting. Since post-purchase access has evolved for some of the
locally hosted data sets, available usage
Options to evaluate purchased data information may not be stable enough
for a consistent, single mode of assesssets may include interviews, focus
ment. Options to evaluate purchased
data sets may include interviews, focus
groups, and surveys of library staff
groups, and surveys of library staff and
and campus researchers to better
campus researchers to better underunderstand how these data impact
stand how these data impact research.
A longer-term approach may include
research.
examination of the published literature
by university researchers to analyze
citations or track acknowledgements for the data sets. Determining the impact of these
purchased data sets on research—using both quantitative and qualitative methods—is
key for assessment.
An additional perspective included in overall assessment is the fiscal efficiency
that the purchase of a data set may create, with the library’s investment resulting in
campus-wide access. Since most data set purchases by researchers limit access to an
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individual or small group, researchers may buy the same or similar data that others on
campus have already purchased. When the library can provide access to a data set for
the entire campus, it reduces potentially redundant purchases. In this pilot project, the
library established an understanding with each vendor to refer inquiries from campusaffiliated researchers to the library.

Growing Pains
As libraries continue to invest in resources that support emerging fields, learning must
occur both vertically and horizontally throughout the library organization. First, the lack
of a specific directive to manage data requests creates disincentives—otherwise known
as the “management gap,” the inability of library managers to understand and value
the benefits of managing data requests and to provide organizational and managerial
support.16 As a result, there may be confusion as to who is responsible for fulfilling a
request, and some requests may fall between the cracks. Second, some librarians may
see data as a fad, may suffer from change or “future” fatigue, or may be reluctant to
develop services in this area.17 If the maxim of “doing more with less” has been applied,
librarians may have to choose between traditional activities and emerging services. Third,
librarians may lack the knowledge or confidence needed to facilitate the use of data sets.
Librarians may need support and training in this area, particularly if they lack a
background in the research methods used in their discipline. Unlike text, which we
learn to read at an early age, data sets may be numbers, shape files, or other unfamiliar
materials. Both users and librarians can benefit from greater data literacy, an increased
ability to derive meaningful information from data sets. Programs that support librarians in developing data literacy include Data Information Literacy, focused on data
management and curation; the Institute for Research Design in Librarianship, which
assists librarians in developing and completing their own research projects; and Data
Carpentry, a community that teaches the use of software to accomplish data tasks.18 The
suggestions in the IMLS-sponsored 2018 report “Shifting to Data Savvy: The Future of
Data Science in Libraries” may also prove helpful.19

Conclusion
When buying research data sets, partnering with other interested parties—such as
vendors, nonlibrary entities, or consortia—may be an effective route to success. Challenges exist at many levels, including purchasing,
providing access, and supporting usage. Most hur- When buying research data
dles, however, may be overcome (or significantly
reduced) though partnering, as evidenced by the sets, partnering with other
Big Ten Academic Alliance CADRE project. Since interested parties—such as
the conclusion of CADRE, the Center for Research
vendors, nonlibrary entities,
Libraries has released a draft document detailing
Global Data Licensing Terms and Specifications that or consortia—may be an
will assist in future license negotiations.20
effective route to success.
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As libraries incorporate research data services into their existing practices, it is
necessary to provide venues for additional communication, so that these services can coevolve at similar rates across the library.
Libraries should investigate a variety
Libraries should investigate a variety of user needs, work with institutional
of user needs, work with institutional representatives on licensing, explore
representatives on licensing, explore technical hosting arrangements, and
prepare public services or subject librartechnical hosting arrangements, and ians for new interactions. Additionally,
librarians can create explicit, unified
prepare public services or subject
messaging that clarifies, both within
librarians for new interactions.
the library and to users, what services
are offered. For example, even though
the library may purchase data sets, the user may have to wait significantly longer than
expected. Revealing these facts up front will reduce anxiety and confusion.
Since high-level research is often fraught with complex logistics, legal barriers, and
administrative procedures, researchers may already understand the challenges inherent
in this work. In fact, articulating that the initial forays into this area are pilot projects or
experiments can help researchers empathize with the process and encourage them to
provide relevant feedback. In most pioneering research areas, failure is understood to
be a “necessary role in experimentation and key role in learning.”21 Being explicit about
barriers, challenges, successes, and failures allows researchers to both relate to and gain
a deeper understanding of library efforts.
This pilot project has resulted in successful access to several data sets, a deeper understanding of the challenges of purchasing them and facilitating their use, and development of both criteria and a framework for considering these requests in the future. As a
result, the OSUL collections strategist has successfully fielded data set requests since the
pilot period. Additionally, the pilot project facilitated a shift from conservative library
procedures to a more risk-taking, innovative process. Overall, OSUL is better prepared
to explore and support work with research data thanks to this pilot project.
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